STAAR Corp. distributes construction materials and specializes in providing
innovative material solutions to the Utility/Communication/Electrical Industries.
While STAAR Corp. President Veronica Rebar and CEO Damian Ramirez
were putting bids together at the onset of the company, they noticed a big
problem with purchasing materials. They were forced to purchase full reels of
HDPE, Fiber Optic Cable, and large quantities of couplers and various other
materials in order to meet minimums set by the suppliers. This greatly cut into
their profitability on small jobs and required them to unwillingly spend working
capital on material stock that might not be utilized for several months.
This lead to their “Bid It To Win It” material distribution program. The
program allows contractors to purchase the exact quantity of HDPE or Fiber
needed for a particular job, by having STAAR Corp. spin custom reels of poly/fiber
instead of forcing customers to purchase full reels. For a small premium, the
company not only spins custom reels, they also provide an itemized invoice for
each specific job for easy cost allocation and accounting.
The “Bid It To Win It” program is also environmentally conscience by
avoiding the waste generated by having partial reels leftover, which are too small
to complete most jobs. STAAR Corp. will purchase partial reels back from our
customers at a discount to fuse back into the reel sizes our customers require.
In butt fusion joining, mating surfaces are prepared, mating faces are melted with
a hot-plate heater, the heater is removed, and the melted surfaces are pressed
together and held under pressure. As the molten materials cool, they mix and
fuse into a permanent, monolithic joint. This environmentally repurposed poly is
then able to be placed in trenches or utilized as innerduct.
STAAR Corp sells utility construction materials through our yard on the
south side of Chicago as well as utilizing drop-shipments. We offer products such
as, Fiber Optic Cable, HDPE, PVC, GRC, Maxcell, Couplers, Pull Tape, Handholes,
Aerial Hardware, and Tracer Wire, although this is not an exhaustive list. We work
with numerous manufacturers to assure the highest quality materials for your
project. Please feel free to inquire, as STAAR Corp is able to obtain just about any
specialty utility construction product.

